Susan Aiu on President Obama 7/28/9
From Marilyn Muir, author of Presidents of Hope and Change...
I had asked Susan Aiu over a few personal emails if she, as an astrologer from Hawaii,
could give me some insights on President Obama. I personally had lived in Honolulu the
year before it became a state (Alaska’s year) and remember the 49th-no make that-50th
State Fair... Hawaii’s 50th birthday as a state is this year, 2009. To have a child of the
state (everyone born in Hawaii is automatically a citizen of Hawaii, my daughter is one)
become the first U.S. president from that state is one heck of a way to celebrate! This is
what I received from Susan...
“Now about Obama. What I say from here, is that he is neither Black nor White, but
HAWAIIAN. This colors how he handles things, like that last racial thing with Gates. He
doesn't know how the Mainlanders treat the darker ones. (Even my mother wanted to
know how DARK my Hawaiian husband was when I married him. She eventually came
about watching how he related to my daughter.) And of course I came to realize that
she was LOCAL too, and was having trouble relating to the Mainland guys--she married
3 of them.
You see, basically all who are here are BEIGE. and we don't think of race, though it's
OK to ask what your racial background is, as this is a big melting pot, and some are Big
mixtures.
And it gives us an ATTITUDE that is Hawaiian. I had to acquire it, my first boss pounded
it into me.
So Obama GOT it, just by growing up here. Every now and then I catch him using it.
Like with the Gates guy, cause he called the cops 'stupid' and it didn't work on the
Mainland, as they were highly offended. Over here No Big Ting. We are allowed to be
stupid at times over a lot of things, some racial but not necessarily.
And this flap about him being born in Africa, is REALLY stupid, as no way 2 college
students would get themselves over to a place where the hospitals are marginal, and
then return here?
Really STUPID. But this is where he learned to be Local.
And then he went to Chicago to learn how they did it on the Mainland. But he never
forgot Local. You know even Michelle says he is Different. She knows he's Hawaiian.“
Susan Aiu is such a character and I just love that. She is plain spoken, also known as
blunt, and very Hawaiian from her 50 years of living and loving there. Thank you Susan
for such an incredible inside view of our President, Hawaiian Barack Obama....
Astrologer Susan Aiu has an astrological website:
http://www.susanaiuastro.com <http://www.susanaiuastro.com/>

